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Spectral Analysis of Optical Remote Sensing lmages for the Detection of
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1999 Kocacli,Turkey Earthquake

Miguel ESTRADA*,Masashi MATSUOKA**and Fumio YAMAZAKI*

Earthquake are: Date: August 77th, 1999. Time: 00:01:38.56
(UTC). Mw : 7 .4. Epicenter:Lat. : 40.639N, Long.: 29.830E

I. INTRODUCTION
The identification of damagedue to large ear"thquakesis a vital

(Fig. 1). Hypocenffal depth: 17 km. More than 200,000buildings

issue to grasp the level and extensionof the hard-hit areas.The

were lightly to heavily damaged.More than 17,000people were

evaluation can be conductedthrough a field reconnaissancesurvey.

killed and almost 44,000 were injured.

Even though, the field survey has a high accuracy it requires a lot

2. LANDSAT/TM IMAGE

of resourcesand time. In the event of large natural disasters,like a
desffuctive earthquake,a fast assessmentof the damaged areasis

The data in this research are remote sensing images from

required to send off rescue teams and help. Also the awarenessof

Landsat/TM satellite taken over the affected area due to the

the extension of damage can help to outline recovery plans.

earthquake.The imageshave been taken on 27 of March 1999,pre-

Recently remote sensingtechnology has become a tool in damage

event image, and on 18 of August 1999, for the post-event

identification after the occurrence of natural disasterslike floods,

image. The composite color image of the raw image (751) is

landslides or earthquakes(e.g. Matsuoka and Yamazaki, 1999)'

shown in Figure 2. The imagescover an areaof 185km by 154km.

The identification of damage from a large area gives.vital information that authorities can use to plan rescueproceduresas well as

Before making comparison,thesetwo setsof imageshave to be
registered; it means the pixels in both images must representthe

to draw a general idea of the magnitude of the damage.The loca-

samegeographiclocation. To make an image-to-imageregistration

tion of different types of damage like fire outbreak, ground

one of them is chosenas a master to which the other,known as the

settlementand building damageusing optical remote sensingdata

slave, is to be registered.In this study the master image is the pre-

is considered in this study.

event image and the slave image is the post-event image. The

In order to identiff the different kinds of damage,the comparison

image registration has been conducted with the total area of the

of optical satellite images taken before and after the earthquakeis

images and defining25O ground control points deployed on the

conducted.In this study the areaaround Gtrlctk city in Turkey has

extension of the images. Rotation, scaling and translation

beenfocused.

method was used for warping the slave image and nearest-neigh-

First, image-to-image registration was carried out to match the

bor method was used for resampling.

images.To detect the fire outbreak we comparedthe profiles along
X-axis and Y-axis of the pre-andpost-eventimages.For the detection of the sunken area the histograms of the infrared band are
matched and then the result images are compared. For the detection of different levels of damage an analysis in the visible
region

is

conducted as well

as Principal

Component

Transformation (Yasuoka, 1990). Data for the 1999 Kocaeli
*Institute
of Industrial science, The University of Tokyo.
* *Earthquake
Disaster Mitigation Research Center, RIKEN.
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(a) Profrle along X-axis.

To identify the areasaffected by fire we compare the profiles of
the pre-and post-event images. The profile representsthe distribution of the digital number (DN) of certain band along a strip of the
image. This strip can be taken over the X-axis or Y-axis. For this
comparison the band 5 (mid infrared), band 6 (far infrared or thermal band) and band 7 (mid infrared) have been used. Figure 3
shows the profiles of the DN of band 6 along the X-axis and Y-axis.
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3. IDENTIFICATION OF DAMAGE CAUSED BY FIRE
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Composite color image (751). Raw image.
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(b ) Profile along Y-axis'

Fig' 3 Profiles of the pre-and post-event images of the band 6.
Notice the peak values that represent the area around
Tiipras ref,rnery.

It can be observed(Figure 3) that there is a pattern in the profile
before the earthquake as well in the after one. But in the region
between sample 100 and sample 200, in the X-axis, and between
the line 500 and 600, in the Y-axis, there are peak values, which
repfesent the high temperature. Since the coordinates of this area
are known, we can identify it in the image. This area corresponds
to the Tiipras refinery, which suffered from a very large fire. Figure
4 shows the composite color image (752) of the areaaround of the

(a)Pre-event

refinery.
4. IDENTIFICATIONOF THE SUBSIDENCE
Remote sensing provides a straightforward means to map the
extent of water bodies, to inventory an area occupied by open
water, and to monitor changes in water bodies over time.
Likewise, comparisons of shoreline positions before and after

(b )Post-event

flooding, permits measurementof areasflooded, as well as determination of locations of flooded areas. Such information can be

Fig. 4 Color composite(752) imagesaround Tiiprasrefinery.

difficult to acquire by conventional means. Determination of the
land-water body is usually easiest in the near-infrafed region,

two images, it can be seenthat in the image of the post-event (Fig'
6 (b)) there are some areasthat differ from those in the pre-event

where land, especially if vegetated,is bright and open water dark.
In order to detect the sunken areaswe have matched the histogram

image. These differences represent the inundated area. Also it is
possible to calculate the extension of the flooding, by counting the

of the near-infraredband (band 4). By matching the histograms of
the two images (pre-and post-event) we will obtain an apparent

number of pixels that differ between thesetwo images. In order to

distribution of brightness as close as possible and will minimize
the brightness value variations. Since the reflectance value of the
water in the near infrared band is low, we match the histograms in
the range 7 to20 and obtain the images in Fig. 6. Comparing these

count the number of pixels that belong to water body we have used
the 2-D scatterdiagram. In this diagram we plot the distribution of
reflectance of two bands, in this caseband 4 vs. band 5. We define
threshold values for the reflectance of the water, based on the values
of training areasof water. Finally with the threshold values we make
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the selectionin the 2-D scatterdiagram. Finally we count the number of pixels that fall into this 2-D range.The number of pixels that
belong to water: Before: 8430 pixels, after: 9413 pixels, difference : 983 pixels. Total affectedarea (flooding):983 X 30 X
30 : 884,700 m2,that correspondto red areasin the Figure 6 (b).
5. IDENTIFICATIONOF DIFFERENTLEVELS OF DAMAGE
5.1 Comparison in the Visible Range

bands by the formula:

B R a g () j〓
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where: BBk Q,) is the digital number of the pixel (i,7) of the
band ft of the pre-event image. BR",sQ,j) is the averagedvalue of
the pixel (i, ) of the pre-event image. This same formula is also
applied to the post-event image. Then, we calculate the ratio
betweenthesetwo averagedimages by Equation 2, where AR rep-

As a first comparison for the detection and localization of damage we have conducted the comparison of the data in the visible

resentsthe averagedimage after the event and R the ratio. Figure
7 shows the image obtained from this equation.

range. For Landsat[M satellite images bands 1,2 and 3 cover the

ｍ ｍ 卿価 珈 卿ｍ ︒

visible range. First we calculate de average of these first three

R(i,j)=AR",r(i,i)lBR,".G,j).

.....(Z)

In the center of this image, the damaged area appearsbrighter
and also the sunken areacan be distinguished (in dark tones).This
image is then compared with the ground truth data (AIJ, 1999)
shown in Figure 8.
As a result of this comparison we obtain the distribution of DN
for the different levels of damage.Figure 9 shows 4 different secDりtJnllmber

tions: the sunken area (blue), low level damaged (green and
turquoise) the sectionfor level of damage 12.5 o/o- 25 o/o(yellow)

(a) Pre-event

and the section for high level of damage (red and otange)

5.2 Principal
Component
Analysis
The Principal Component Transformation is designed to

XXl
量4●
言n O l l

reduce redundancy in multispectral data. The purpose is to compressall of the information containedin an originaln-banddata set

(b) Posr-event
Fig. 5

Histogram of the near infrared band

Fig. 7

Ratio (afterlbefore)
bands.

of the average of the first rhree visible

(a)Pre-event

竜

(b )Post-event
Fig. 6

The coastline in Grilciik, after matching the histograms. The
intense red in (b) shows the sunken areas.

Fig.8 Damage distribution in lcuk
Gё city byAIJ(1999)・
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into fewer thannew
η bands or components.Lct L={Llか 、
),
L2pNふ }be a combined set of 24 bandsimages composcd oftwo
covaHallce matrix of
direrent datesimages and Q be thC Variancc―
L.Each princゎ
al COmponenttt is eXpressed as:

L2(乳
)…
々
た
ム( 乳) + 思β
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… …… ③

where{α た,βた}iS the nOrmalized eigenvectors of the variancc―
ectallce

COVttianCe ma廿 破 (l ofL.Difference of thc surface re■

Cumulative probability of the ratio (afterlbefore)
averaged images.

Fig.9

between two datcs is evaluatcd by the following principal com¨

of the

ponent:
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eventilnages we obtain thc 24 set,In this study the 3ガ
prin―
POSt¨
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en by Forlnula 4.
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Where the flrst 6 coefflcients are positives and the lasts 6 are neg―
at市e.It mcans,this principal component conveys the changcs
between the pre―and post―event images for this lnultiten■
poral set
of imagcs.The digital number of the pixels for thc 3″

Fig.10 Spadal disttibution of damage using the maximum likeli‐
hood classifler for lcink.
Gё

principal

Figure 9.Based in the distribution of the digital numbcr and using
the rnaxilnum likclihood classifler we obtain the spatial distribu―
as is showllin Figurc 10.This igure
t i o n o f t h c d a m a g e fl oc ru k G ё
shows the distribution of the dirercntlevels of damage from Lcvel

areao Same procedures have been conducted for Adapazari city,

¨ ¨

l(■O damage)up to Lcvc1 5(high level of damage)and the sunken

howcver,in this case the classiflcation has bcen perforlned in only
3 1evels of damage(Figure ll):nO damage(blue),eXtens市

e

Spatial distribution ofdamage in AdaPazari.

(grCCn)and Catastrophic(red)。
6. CONCLUSiONS
Damage detection due to The 1999 Kocaeli,7rurkey carthquake
was carried out using Landsat/「 M ilnages.Fire and sunkcn areas
were successfully identined using the therlnal band and the near
infrared band,respectively.]〕 iffercnt levels of building damage
were recognized properly to some extcnt.It can be,seen that the
value of the digital number for thc affected area increases with the
increasmg of dalnage level.This is due to the spread of debris after
thc carthquake.The debris has a higher reflectance in the visible
region than the buildings in good condition. After using
Principal Component Analysis we have found that in case of
Landsat/TNIlimages,pHncipal component 3 conveys the changes
in the rnultitcmpora1 12■ on―therlnal bands image.
(Manusc五 ptrcccived OCTOBER 5,2000)
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componentimage also follows the same distllbution as shown in
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